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Welcome to your study guide.  This document is supplementary to the 

information available to you online, and should be used in conjunction with the 

videos, quizzes and exercises.  

After your subscription to the course has finished online, you will still have the study guide to 

help you prepare for the PRINCE2 exam - if you’ve not taken the exam by the time your 

subscription expires. 

Each module of your course has its own study guide, including a review of the module 

information, exercise answers and any additional diagrams or material mentioned.  By the end 

of the course, you’ll have 11 chapters that build up into the full guide.  

Use this study guide in conjunction with your PRINCE2 manual and your own notes that you 

make as you progress through the course.  You may prefer to print it out, or use it on-screen.  

After each lesson, you can consolidate what you have learnt whilst watching the videos and 

taking the quizzes by reading through the chapter of the study guide.  If you progress on to do 

the PRINCE2 exam, your study guide will provide you with vital revision information. 

Remember, your study guide is yours to keep, even after your subscription to the course has 

finished. 

 

 
PRINCE2® is a registered trade mark of AXELOS Limited  
The Swirl logo™ is a registered trade mark of AXELOS Limited 
The PRINCE2® Accredited Training Organization logo is a trade mark of AXELOS Limited 
 
Text in "italics and quotation marks" is drawn from the PRINCE2® Manual.  © Copyright AXELOS 
Ltd 2009.   All rights reserved.  Material is reproduced under license from AXELOS Ltd  
 
All other text is based on AXELOS Limited PRINCE2® material. Material is reproduced under 
licence from AXELOS Limited 
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Watch out for these icons as you use your study guide.  Each icon highlights an important 
piece of information. 
 

 

 

Tip – this will remind you of something you need to take note of, or give 

you some exam guidance. 

 

 

Definition – key concept or term that you need to understand and 

remember. 

 

 

Exercise Solution – suggested solution to one of the exercises you will 

complete throughout the course. 

 

  

Study Guide Icons 
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This module covered the PRINCE2 Risk Theme. 

We studied:   

 Threats and opportunities 

 The Risk Management procedure 

 Responses to risk 

 The Risk Register 

 Expressing risk in terms of cause, event and effect 

 Quantifying risk 
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The information that was covered in this lesson is related to syllabus section RK.   

Remember, it’s strongly recommended that you carry out further reading in the PRINCE2 

manual as part of your studies. 

 

The official syllabus identifies specific sections of the manual that you 

should pay particular attention to 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Syllabus Reference 
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Risk Management is described in Chapter 8 of the PRINCE2 manual starting on 

page 77.  The process is very clearly defined and gives a step by step approach 

to identifying, assessing and managing each risk. 

This approach described in PRINCE2 is based on the approach defined in Management of Risk, 

which is an associated product, also owned by and copyright of AXELOS. 

There is a suggestion that risks may be looked at from one of four perspectives.  This makes 

little difference to the overall Risk Management processes, but might make a difference to who 

should be involved in the management of the individual risks. 

Types of Risk 

Briefly, a Strategic Risk is one that, if it happened, could affect the ability to deliver corporate, 

strategic objectives. 

A programme risk is one that, should it happen, would affect the ability of the programme to 

deliver programme objectives, but the impact is not great enough to affect strategic objectives.  

If you are working in a programme environment, any risk that could affect more than one 

project within the programme is a programme risk. 

A project risk is one that might affect the project’s ability to deliver fit for purpose outputs 

within constraints of time, cost and quality, but the potential impact is not great enough to 

affect other parts of the programme, or strategic objectives.   

An operational risk is one that, if it happened, would affect some part of the business 

operation.   

A risk can be identified by anyone at any time, and this is one way of trying to determine the 

severity of the impact. 

It will be impossible to identify all of the risks to a project, but if you can hold risk identification 

workshops during the Initiation stage of the project, with a representative selection of 

stakeholders invited you may get a better picture of the overall risk position of the project.  

Risk Management 
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Running these workshops can be difficult as people will only see the impact as it potentially 

affects them, and in some cases there is a tendency for people to concentrate on risks that are, 

realistically, low probability (for example the risk that a plane might crash onto the building).   

There is also a mention of the use of risk breakdown structures and there is an example in 

Figure 8.3 on page 82 of the PRINCE2 manual.  This may be helpful, especially in a complex 

project, and it may be a useful tool to help control any risk identification workshops.  As you 

can see from the diagram, it is a hierarchy of possible risk causes.  So the risk of customer 

failure could be caused by any one of a number of things.  These are easy to draw up and easy 

to follow. 

In fact PRINCE2 mentions a number of risk identification techniques, and risk estimation 

techniques.  Many companies already have their own ways of doing this, but there is much 

information freely available if you wish to follow up any of the PRINCE2 suggestions. 

Grouping and Categorising Risks 

You may wish to group or categorise risks, and if you do use a technique such as a risk 

breakdown structure this will probably suggest suitable categories.  As usual, when the Project 

Management Team has decided what they are going to do, this is documented in the Risk 

Management Strategy – what are the categories and which sorts of risk go into each category.  

If you do this, you will soon realise that an individual risk will more often than not fall into more 

than one category.   

Grouping risks in this way can be useful in more than one way.  For example, when the Project 

Manager is reviewing current status of risks, it may be useful to review and report separately 

on the different groups as well as the overall summary.  In this way it may be possible to spot 

trends, and possibly identify underlying root causes.  Another reason is that it often useful to 

have a different tolerance level for different groups.  It is likely that a project cannot take much 

risk in areas of legal compliance, such as health and safety.  But it might be possible to accept a 

higher level of risk in, for example, achievement of corporate objectives. 

Risk tolerance is the defined threshold, above which the next higher level of management 

needs to be notified.  This does not necessarily mean that any action will be necessary, it often 

just means that they want to know.  If you are calculating the aggregated risk position in 

financial terms, although to be honest this is not often done without some sort of supporting 

software, the risk tolerance could be expressed as a percentage of project budget. 
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Another way is to express the tolerance by impact, as in ‘any risk that would cost more than £x if it 

should occur’ or ‘any risk that could affect ability to comply with legislation’. 

When setting the risk tolerance levels, Corporate or Programme management and the Project 

Board will need to consider three things: 

1. Risk capacity, which is the maximum amount of risk that the organization or project COULD 

live with.  It is unlikely that corporate boards would be happy with taking the maximum 

amount of risk in many circumstances. 

2. Risk appetite is the unique attitude that the organization has to risk, and is effectively the 

amount of risk that they are prepared to take. 

3. Risk tolerance is the threshold for escalation, which is set at a lower level still.   

Each risk is entered on the Risk Register in the form of Cause – Event – Effect.  A risk Cause (or 

source) may result in an Event, which will have an Effect on the project.  The reason for this is 

partly clarity, but mostly because planned risk responses will often target the cause.  It is 

simpler to administer to have each separate cause as a separate risk, even though the event 

and effect are the same.  Consider that there may be many causes for a car breaking down, but 

the event is still the same – you are not going to get to work on time.  It gets very complicated if 

you start trying to cover all of these possible causes into one risk. 

We have to consider, in our project environment, how to assess probability and impact.  

Assume you have chosen to use a simple scale of Low, Medium and High.  Everyone involved 

needs to know what factors to take into account and where the cut off points are.  It is 

impossible to totally eliminate subjectivity, there will always be one or two that are just on the 

cut-off point, but the objective is to remove as much subjectivity as possible, so there are no 

real arguments about whether something is Low or Medium. 

Commonly impact is assessed in terms of the potential cost and effort to fix the problem, 

should the risk occur.  Probability is a little harder to define and will depend on your own 

knowledge of the project, the industry area and the environment you are working within.  For 

example, the risk that a supplier might be late delivering could be assessed against past 

performance and the reputation of the company.  If they have never let you down before, the 

chances are that they will not do so this time. 

All factors to be taken into account, and defined cut-off points between low and medium, and 

medium and high should be documented in the Risk Management Strategy. 
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Exercise 1 – Risk Responses 

The following risk has been entered in the Risk Register: Seylon Ordnax has heard that one of 
its main competitors is likely to get their Adventure Holidays brochure issued a month before 
Seylon Ordnax, with the result that some existing and potential customers may book holidays 
with the rival company before our brochures are available, reducing the number of bookings 
and affecting turnover. 

Using the Case Study provided in the Study Guide to Module 1, answer the following questions. 

Column 1 below includes a number of suggestions that have been made to deal with this risk.  
Column 2 includes the PRINCE2 suggested responses for a threat type risk.  For each entry in 
column 1 select the appropriate entry from column 2 that describes the response being 
described. 

A selection from column 2 can be used once, more than once or not at all. 

Plan to spend 17 minutes answering these questions. 

  

Exercises 
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 Column 1 Your 
answer 

Column 2 

1 Cancel the issue of the brochures and concentrate on web 
advertisements only 

 A. Avoid  

B. Reduce 

C. Fallback 

D. Transfer 

E. Share 

F. Accept 

2 Send out emails to all existing customers to let them know when 
our brochures are going to be available 

 

3 Carry on as planned – existing customers will still book holidays 
with us because they are satisfied with the service they receive 

 

4 Launch the new web pages before the brochures so that 
customers can make bookings with us from the beginning of 
December 

 

5 Wait until we have confirmation of the rival’s launch date, then 
work overtime if necessary to get our brochures out first 

 

6 Send a ‘mini brochure’ to the customers on the list selected by 
marketing so that they know what sort of holidays we will be 
offering 

 

7 Make a deal with the printer so that if they can get the brochures 
out early, they get a bonus, but if they are late we get a discount 

 

8 Put advertisements in specialist magazines before the end of 
November, so that people can ask for brochures to be sent to 
them as soon as available 

 

9 Bring forward the date for printing brochures so that our 
brochures are out before theirs 

 

10 Get displays in all of the branches during November to tell 
customers that the brochure will soon be available 
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Extract from the Risk Management Strategy for Exercise 2 

All of the information contained in this document are true statements but they may not be 
recorded under the correct heading or in the correct document. 
 

Risk management procedure 
1. The project will follow the corporate standard processes for risk management 

Records 
2. The Risk Register will include the standard PRINCE2® headings 
3. Separate registers will be maintained for Requests for Change and for Issues 

Reporting 
4. The corporate Risk Manager will receive a monthly report listing how many risks have been 

closed and raised during the period 

Roles and responsibilities 
5. The Contracts Manager is the owner of the risk that the printer may not deliver the 

brochures on time. 
6. The Project Manager will ensure that all open risks are reviewed regularly  
7. The corporate Risk Manager will provide guidance on corporate risk management processes 

when requested 

Timing of risk management activities 
8. The content of the Risk Register will be formally reviewed at the end of each stage. 

Scales 
9. Any risk that has a potential cost impact of more than £1,500 should be notified to the 

Project Board immediately 
10. High impact is defined as any risk with a probability of more than 75% or that would take 

more than three weeks to fix if it happened 
11. Low impact is defined as taking less than 2 days and cost less than £500 to fix. 
12. Probability will be assessed as High, Medium or Low based on metrics from previous 

projects. 

Risk categories 
13. Supplier Risks include those relating to the failure of a hotel or travel company to provide 

facilities as booked. 
14. Schedule Risks are those which might cause the project to miss the deadline for completion. 
15. Financial Risks are those which could take the project outside of project cost tolerances. 
16. Risks will also be categorised as Strategic, Project or Operational according to where the 

impact would be felt.  

Risk tolerance 
17. Any risks that could delay the end of the project by more than one week should be 

immediately escalated to the Project Board. 
18. If the aggregated value of risks rises above 5% of project budget this should be flagged for 

attention to Corporate or Programme management. 

Risk Budget 
19. A risk budget of £17,000 has been agreed for the project. 
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20. The risk budget is to be used for any cross charges for risk management activities carried 
out by people who are not members of the Project Management Team. 

 

Exercise 2 – Risk Management Strategy 

Using the Case Study provided in the Study Guide to Module 1and the extract from 
the Risk Management Strategy, answer the following questions. 

Plan to spend 9 minutes answering these questions 

Your 
answer 

1 Which statement is true about the Records and Reporting sections?  

A Move entry 2 to Risk Management Procedures because the Risk Register 
is updated throughout the process 

 

B Delete entry 3 because this should be in the Configuration Management 
Strategy 

 

C Delete entry 4 because this should be in the Communications 
Management Strategy 

 

D Move entry 4 to the timing of risk management activities section because 
the report is to be produced monthly 

 

2 Which statement is true about the Roles and Responsibilities and Timing of 
Risk Management Activities sections? 

 

A Delete entry 5 because this should be in the Risk Register attached to the 
specific risk 

 

B Delete entry 6 because this should be included in the Project Manager’s 
role description.  

 

C Delete entry 7 because the corporate Risk Manager is not part of the 
Project Management Team  

 

D Delete entry 8 because this is an activity that should be in the Stage Plan.  

3 Which statement is true about the Scales section?  

A No change to entry 9 because this is a correctly defined threshold for 
escalation. 

 

B Move entry 10 to Proximity because anything that references timescales 
should be in the Proximity section. 

 

C Delete entry 11 because it is never possibly to cost the impact of risks until 
they happen. 

 

D No change to entry 12 because this correctly describes a method for 
calculating probability. 
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4 Which statement is true about the Risk Categories section?  

A No change to entry 13 because this describes a category of risks that could 
cause problems for the project. 

 

B No change to entry 13 because this this is a valid category of risks for this 
project. 

 

C Move entry 17 to Risk Budget because the Risk Budget is to pay for risk 
management activity. 

 

D Delete entry 16 because a risk should never be included in more than one 
risk category. 

 

5 Which statement is true about the Risk tolerance and Risk budget sections?  

A No change to entry 17 because this correctly describes a threshold for 
escalation. 

 

B Delete entry 18 because this should be included in the Communications 
Management Strategy. 

 

C No change to entry 19 because the amount of risk budget is correctly 
shown in the Risk Budget section of the Risk Management Strategy. 

 

D Delete entry 20 because this should be included in the project Controls 
section of the Project Initiation Documentation. 
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Solution for Risk Responses Exercise 1 

1 

Cancel the issue of the brochures and 
concentrate on web advertisements only 

A  

Cancelling the brochures would AVOID the 
risk.  If Seylon Ordnax are not issuing 
brochures then the issue of whether 
someone else is before or after us no longer 
exists 

2 
Send out emails to all existing customers 
to let them know when our brochures 
are going to be available 

B 

This will not guarantee that we will not lose 
existing customers to our rivals but it might 
make it less likely to happen.  This is 
therefore REDUCE. 

3 Carry on as planned – existing customers 
will still book holidays with us because 
they are satisfied with the service they 
receive 

F  

Doing nothing, just waiting to see what 
happens and taking the chance is ACCEPT 

4 Launch the new web pages before the 
brochures so that customers can make 
bookings with us from the beginning of 
December 

B  

This will not guarantee that we will not lose 
existing customers to our rivals but it might 
make it less likely to happen.  This is 
therefore REDUCE. 

5 Wait until we have confirmation of the 
rival’s launch date, then work overtime if 
necessary to get our brochures out at 
the same time 

C  

This is FALLBACK.  It is actions to be taken 
when we know the risk has occurred – that 
the rivals have got their brochures out 
before we plan to get ours out.  

6 Send a ‘mini brochure’ to the customers 
on the list selected by marketing so that 
they know what sort of holidays we will 
be offering 

B   

This will not guarantee that we will not lose 
existing customers to our rivals but it might 
make it less likely to happen.  This is 
therefore REDUCE. 

7 The rival company has been late 
delivering brochures before, so we can 
take a chance that they will be late again 

F   
Doing nothing, just waiting to see what 
happens and taking the chance is ACCEPT 

8 Put advertisements in specialist 
magazines before the end of November, 
so that people can ask for brochures to 
be sent to them as soon as available 

B 

This will not guarantee that we will not lose 
existing customers to our rivals but it might 
make it less likely to happen.  This is 
therefore REDUCE. 

9 Bring forward the date for printing A  This does not guarantee that existing 

Exercise Solutions 
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brochures so that our brochures are out 
before theirs 

customers will not book holidays with our 
rivals, but it does guarantee that they 
cannot do so before our brochures are 
issued.  It is therefore AVOID. 

10 
Get displays in all of the branches during 
November to tell customers that the 
brochure will soon be available 

B  

This will not guarantee that we will not lose 
existing customers to our rivals but it might 
make it less likely to happen.  This is 
therefore REDUCE. 
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Solution for Risk Management Strategy Exercise 2 

1 A Incorrect The definition of the content of the Risk Register should be included in this 
section of the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A.24). 

B Correct  This refers to the records to be maintained for Issues and should be included 
in the Configuration Management Strategy (Appendix A.6) 

C Incorrect This describes a risk management report, the purpose, timing and recipient 
and should be included in this section of the Risk Management Strategy 
(Appendix A.24). 

D Incorrect This describes a risk management report, the purpose, timing and recipient 
and should be included in this section of the Risk Management Strategy 
(Appendix A.24). 

2 A Correct  This names the risk owner for a specified risk and should be included in the 
Risk Register entry for that risk (Appendix A.25). 

B Incorrect This may be included or references in the Project Manager’s role description, 
but it correctly describes a risk management responsibility and should be 
included in this section of the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A.24). 

C Incorrect This correctly describes a risk management responsibility and should be 
included in this section of the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A.24). 

D Incorrect This correctly describes the timing of a formal risk management activity and 
should be included in this section of the Risk Management Strategy 
(Appendix A.24). 

3 A Incorrect This is a correctly defined threshold for escalation, and should therefore be 
included in the Tolerances section of the Risk Management Strategy 
(Appendix A.24) 

B Incorrect This correctly describes a rule for assessing impact of risks and should be 
included in this section of the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A.24). 

C Incorrect This correctly describes a rule for assessing impact of risks and should be 
included in this section of the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A.24). 

D Correct  This correctly describes a method for assessing probability of risks and should 
be included in this section of the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A.24). 
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4 A Incorrect This describes a category of risks that could cause problems for the company, 
but not for this project with is the advertising launch (Case study and Section 
8.3.5.1). 

B Correct  This correctly defines a category of risks relevant to this project and should 
be included in this section of the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A.24). 

C Incorrect It is true that the Risk Budget is to pay for risk management activity but this 
correctly defines a category of risks relevant to this project and should be 
included in this section of the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A.24). 

D Incorrect It is possible for a risk to be in more than one category, for example a risk 
which could make the project late and over budget could be included in the 
‘schedule’ and the ‘financial’ categories (Section 8.3.5.1). 

5 A Correct  This correctly describes a threshold for escalation should be included in this 
section of the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A.24). 

B Incorrect This correctly describes a threshold for escalation and should be included in 
this section of the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A.24). 

C Incorrect The amount of risk budget for the project should be included in the Project 
Plan and should be deleted from the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix 
A.16). 

D Incorrect The way in which the Risk Budget is to be used should be included in this 
section of the Risk Management Strategy (Appendix A.24). 
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